Adfam’s 30th birthday

The other faces
of addiction
30 portraits of families affected by drug and alcohol use
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Adfam 30 years | 1984–2014

It is now 30 years since Adfam was first established
by the mother of a drug user who could not find
the support she needed. Whilst reading just a few
words of these families’ tales makes me reluctant
to call Adfam’s birthday exhibition a ‘celebration’,
it is definitely something to be proud of. We can
only admire these families’ considerable courage in
speaking out, and the clearly invaluable work of the
support services which have been their lifelines.
These families often went through years of crisis
before accessing help. Many didn’t see themselves
as deserving of support or didn’t know it was out
there; many more internalised their grief, ashamed
or fearful of it ‘getting out’ that a loved one has an
addiction. We need to break down this stigma to
help others to come forward and find the support
they need.
There are millions of people out there living
with an addiction – that’s not theirs. Although we
are proud of our roots as a self-help group, not
every family in this situation should have to set
up their own service just to have someone to talk
to. At Adfam we want to create an environment in
which family support can grow, develop and thrive
as an integral part of our national response to the
problems caused by addiction. The experiences of
the families featured in this exhibition go to show
just how crucial this is.
Vivienne Evans obe
Chief Executive
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My wife survived a childhood where both parents
had severe alcohol issues. I came to this project
aware that no two families are affected by addiction
in the same way. There is no typical scenario;
dependency is no respecter of background,
education or income. These photographs are not
documentary and neither are they intended as any
kind of ‘exposé’. They are portraits of individuals
who have found their own ways to cope and the
courage to hold out for the people they love.
I expected sad stories, and there were plenty
of them. But survivors are not only or always sad.
The people I met were funny, fierce, angry, proud,
elated, frustrated and hopeful. What impressed me
most, however, was the positive energy of mothers,
fathers, grandparents and siblings – the tough,
muscular love that gets up to fight another day, and
another. As long as it takes.
Adfam is there for the dark days and celebrates
the many and extraordinary successes of the people
it works with. It was a privilege to share these
powerful, individual stories, though I learned too
that addiction is almost never a ‘personal problem’.
It involves entire communities and no-one can
think themselves immune. Above all, I came to
understand that we are all of us – my family, yours
– just one missed step from needing the kind of
support this exceptional charity provides.
David Collingwood
September 2014
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Amanda and Bryony
“Nobody could possibly know about
my husband’s drinking. I couldn’t even
talk to my family.”

Amanda’s ex-husband, and the father of her
daughter Bryony, was an alcoholic.
It wasn’t until Amanda got a job in a
treatment centre that she came to realise her
husband was in fact dependent on alcohol.
When she confronted him, he insisted his
drinking was “not a problem”. Initially, she
wasn’t upset or angry – “it was a fact of life.
It just was” – but his drinking continued to
escalate: “we couldn’t go anywhere together
because he would be drunk, and I couldn’t go
anywhere alone because he would accuse me
of having affairs. My social life disappeared.”
Amanda isolated herself (“no one could possibly
know. I had to keep everything going”) and
her job made it even more difficult to speak
about the problem. Amanda and her husband
separated when Bryony was four years old:
“I gave him an ultimatum one day. He chose the
drink and left.”
After the split, Bryony continued to visit her
father regularly, but as she got older, and when
her father’s relationship with his new partner
broke down, Bryony was “left to fill a sort of
carer role. She was angry with him – not for being
an alcoholic, but for being left in that role.”
One day Amanda took Bryony to see her
father, and “something just didn’t feel right.
I was scared of what she’d wake up to.” At the
end of her tether, Amanda told him that unless
he got help, Bryony could no longer stay with
him. She also “stuck sticky notes with numbers
for different services all over his house,” and

eventually he sought the support he needed.
Amanda feels “the hardest thing was that
alcohol was the most important thing in his
life. Bryony, too, told him that throughout her
childhood, he chose alcohol over her, and that’s
the worst part.”
Amanda and Bryony have been
sporadically going to Al-Anon meetings for
the past six years, which “made me realise my
behaviours and taught me to be self-aware”.
Whilst her ex-husband stopped drinking five
years ago, Amanda still attends meetings when
she is feeling down. Bryony, whilst having a
good and open relationship with her father,
is still “dealing with being an adult child of an
alcoholic, and all the things that go with it –
the lack of confidence and insecurities,” and is
looking for a support group suited to her.
Only once Amanda had started attending
Al-Anon meetings did she become aware of
how truly isolated she’d been, and is keen
to highlight the very real effects of stigma:
“it means people can’t talk about it. It’s so
humiliating – I was deeply humiliated. It was
just too awful. I couldn’t even talk to my family.
I couldn’t possibly allow anyone to see. It’s that
thing, you know – ‘not in our family’.”
Amanda says that support is “about being
open and making it less scary,” and urges people
in similar situations to “talk about it! Share.
There are loads of people living with substance
use, everywhere, and from all social backgrounds.
We need to rid these issues of stigma.”
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Amanda and Sarah
“I will be sad forever that the one fight
I couldn’t fight for him was his battle
with alcohol.”

Amanda’s brother, Adam, tragically passed
away 10 years ago, after struggling with alcohol
use for a number of years. Adam’s problematic
drinking first became apparent when he was in
his 20s, but when their father died his drinking
quickly escalated. Nevertheless, Amanda and
Adam remained close, despite her frustration:
“I had thought he was selfish. We tried to speak
to him on a number of occasions. At first he
denied there was an issue, and then longer-term,
didn’t seem to want to do anything about it.”
When their mum, Sarah, made “one of the
hardest decisions she ever made” and asked
Adam to leave the family home, concerned that
having him there was enabling his drinking,
people judged her: “they said they could never
turn their back on their own son, and seemed to
judge her more than him!”
After her brother’s death, Amanda
struggled with feelings of guilt and anger,
wishing she could have prevented it somehow,
but says “Adam’s addiction has had ongoing
positive and negative consequences, and
touched all of us in different ways.” Amanda’s
teenage children are now starting to find their
own way with alcohol, “perhaps burdened
or contrastingly strengthened by the family’s
history. It’s difficult to know.”
Sarah now lives with Amanda and her
family, and they are “in a good place. We miss
Adam but are at peace with what happened
on the whole.” Having such a close family,
who communicate well with each other, was


important to them in being able to cope with
the tragedy, as was knowing that Adam was
much loved by all who knew him: “mum and I
have found it deeply reassuring, not in a morbid
way, but to know that it’s not just you that
remembers him is lovely.”
After Adam’s death, Amanda received
bereavement counselling – “I might have
become stuck had I not been able to access that
when I needed it.” Today Amanda works for an
organisation which supports carers, friends
and family with the emotional and practical
impacts of substance misuse.
Of Adfam’s campaign, Amanda says “we
want to show that these issues happen to all
kinds of families, and that just about sums up
why we wanted to be a part of it. It is good to
know there is work going on out there to support
carers, friends and family with the emotional
as well as the practical impacts that substance
misuse can have on a family.”
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Angie and family
“The hardest thing for my children
was me being unavailable while I
was drinking.”
Angie’s problems with drink and drugs started
when she was 13. When she was five, her
mother left her and her three siblings with
their father, who was abusive, violent and had
a gambling addiction: “how does a child begin
to comprehend abandonment by her mother?”
Angie didn’t see her mother for years, but
when her sister ran away to escape the violence
at home, she was forced to follow and went to
live with her mum in London.
“It was out of the frying pan and into the
fire. My mother was married to an alcoholic
and was ‘Mrs Unavailable’.” Over the next few
years, Angie fell into a downward spiral: she
was bullied, came close to “exploitation” by a
man she worked for in order to be able to buy
herself school uniform, she started drinking
and had a string of negative relationships.
Angie felt nothing had changed, except that
she was now in an unfamiliar city as an
adolescent girl, whose streets and people in
many respects mirrored the environment she
thought she’d escaped.
When she later became pregnant Angie
stopped drinking and taking drugs, but this
was short lived, for in between having her
three children, “I sought the comfort of drugs
and drink once again.” Eventually, she left her
husband, moved back home to Somerset and
was engulfed by her addiction. “I couldn’t cope
with life. I didn’t want to be here anymore, and
didn’t know how to cope with all the feelings I
had. I was frightened after the years of abuse.”
Things came to a head one day, and Angie
realised she couldn’t go on as she was: “I woke
up – and I know this sounds silly – but the song
‘When the going gets tough the tough get going’
was on and something clicked. I realised I had
to change and I went to my first meeting – the

Narcotics Anonymous World Convention.”
That was 28 years ago and Angie has not used
drugs since.
Angie’s two eldest children (the youngest
born when she was already in recovery) have
only recently started talking openly of their
memories of growing up. Angie admits, “I
wasn’t the best mum. Probably the hardest thing
for them was me being unavailable while I was
drinking.” They remember the fights between
their parents and the police being called, “and
the shame at school with people knowing their
mum is an alcoholic.” Nonetheless, Angie’s
children have been “super supportive. They
celebrated my 25th ‘clean birthday’ by organising
a trip to America! They are incredibly proud
of me.”
After having negative experiences of
rehab herself, Angie and her husband, who
she met during her early recovery, opened
their own residential rehabilitation centre,
Somewherehouse, nine years ago: “I want
somewhere where people are kind, where
counsellors respect people, without an agenda,
and don’t put you down. It’s about letting people
grow, not forcing them into a box.” Angie’s
children are also all doing very well and have
all worked at Somewherehouse themselves at
some stage. Today, both Angie’s daughter and
youngest son continue to work alongside her.
“Recovery is a fantastic thing. I love being in
recovery. I’m the luckiest person in the world.”
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Cheryl
“My father told me he’d chosen to live
his life the way he wanted to live it.”

‘Children tell little more than animals, for
what comes to them they accept as eternally
established.’ (Rudyard Kipling)
Cheryl’s father sadly passed away last
year, aged 69, having suffered from multiple
alcohol-related conditions.
Cheryl recalls “some sublime highs and
pitiful lows” as a child: “they tended to mirror
the atmosphere generated by his addiction.”
When her parents divorced after one of her
father’s ‘get rich quick’ schemes failed and left
them homeless, Cheryl was devastated; yet, she
continued to witness his “chaotic relationship
with alcohol” in regular weekend visits.
Their relationship became “ever more
on his terms” as he struggled to adapt to his
daughter as a young woman, and she was
relieved to move away and begin her own life.
Whilst those around the family were aware of
her father’s chaotic behaviour, the “root cause”
was never acknowledged and no questions
were asked – something Cheryl has tried not
to feel bitter about. She has also battled to
accept his “profound denial of his problems”
with alcohol, and the lack of assuming
responsibility for his choices. The strain of
coping, seeing her father’s health deteriorate
in the last few years of his life, “wreaked havoc
with my employment and my health. I honestly
felt like I was in a waking nightmare.”
Without the support of her husband,
Cheryl doesn’t think she would have been



able to get through it, and by committing to
psychotherapy, she “finally grasped the concept
of loving detachment and an understanding
that I will always possess complex feelings about
my father and his addiction – but that this is
okay.” Whilst bereavement by addiction is
“doubly painful”, Cheryl takes comfort from
remembering that her father had “many
treasured memories of my early childhood, and
would fondly recollect them with anyone who
would listen. That confirms to me that I was
much loved by him.”
Cheryl has seen how stigma can be
perpetuated, even by professional services:
“often, the first mistake is to assume that denial
has an implausible explanation. People can be
low on empathy and quick to judge.” Cheryl
has found that learning more about addiction
was enormously helpful in understanding her
father – and also herself.
“Only once did I say to him that his choice
to drink had had an adverse effect of his life,
and upon all of those around him, including
myself. He told me he’d chosen to live his life the
way he wanted to live it. Perhaps this is more of
an admission than I thought, but it’s certainly
no apology.”
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Chris and family
“There were three people in our
relationship: me, my husband,
and alcohol.”

Chris’ husband was an alcoholic for 17 years
but stopped drinking in 2007. At first, Chris
(second left) started noticing changes in her
husband’s behaviour and drinking habits: he
stayed out longer, started drinking at home
and was moody. He would make excuses that
he’d eaten something or had an upset stomach,
but Chris was unconvinced, so she went to
her GP and sought his advice. He suggested
that her husband was an alcoholic and told
her that he shouldn’t risk stopping drinking
immediately because it could kill him. She
was “shocked by the terminology – the word.
‘Alcoholic’. It was the last thing I wanted to hear.
I wanted him to stop immediately.”
Chris’ husband used the GP’s advice as a
“green light” to continue: he drank more and
more, “anything he could get his hands on.”
This continued for about 18 months before he
finally sought help. Chris didn’t tell anyone
and she sought no support for herself: “I was
solely concerned with getting him help.” She
wouldn’t let the children have friends over
because he was drinking, and “it got to the
point where I would hide the fact that it was
sports day or some other event, otherwise he
would turn up drunk.”
When her husband finally admitted his
problem and checked into rehab, he was there
for two weeks, then didn’t drink two weeks and
then relapsed. “They were difficult times – living
with all the chaos in the house.”

Over the coming years, Chris’ husband had
periods of only drinking at the weekends, and
several detoxes, but “things finally improved
when he realised he couldn’t cope with ‘just a
little bit’ to drink – he needed to be completely
abstinent.”
Chris struggled to “find it in myself to
believe in him, that he could put it right”, but
when her husband began another detox at
CAIS, an addiction support service, Chris
applied for a job there and got it. “There was
no provision for families in North Wales, despite
a large need, so I set up a support group two
years ago, with CAIS’ support.” The numbers
kept growing and they started working with
30 families within a month.
Chris’ husband is now an alcohol recovery
champion, working to help others affected by
alcohol dependence. Chris says, “I’ve learnt to
trust him and he has learnt to trust himself. He
approaches each day as it comes, with a mantra
that he could drink if he wanted to, but today he
chooses not to.” Their own children are grown
up and they now have grandchildren, but
they all live together. The family still openly
discusses the impact that his drinking has had
on them, which they find helps, and Chris says
that they are now in a much better place.
“I am proud of my children, my husband,
and myself. Alcohol is still very much in our
lives, but in a positive way.”
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Davey
“I tried everything, and none of it
made a difference.”

Two of Davey’s children are in recovery.
Stephen is 32 and Jenny 29.
Davey first became aware of the problems
when his marriage broke down and his ex-wife
went to live in Ireland with their children. The
children’s grandmother – who had had drug
issues of her own – committed suicide and
they were devastated; Stephen started smoking
cannabis. Davey’s ex-wife was aware that Jenny
had developed an alcohol problem, but she
confided in her dad that she was also smoking
crack cocaine.
The problems became more intense when
the children came back to England to live
with Davey – first Jenny, then later Stephen.
“Stephen was trouble from day one”, says Davey.
“He took over my life – I had to change my
shift patterns at work and my relationship was
breaking down. My partner at the time told me
I had to choose between her and Stephen, and
obviously I chose my son.”
Jenny went to rehab, and Stephen was
hospitalised as a result of a psychotic episode.
He was also in and out of prison for stealing,
including from people that Davey knew. His
mental health problems were worsening, and
at one point he called the police to say his
father had assaulted him.
Davey felt cut off from a support network,
and that others couldn’t relate to his experiences:
“I couldn’t sit there with other people and discuss
last night’s police raid – it’s outside their comfort
zone. I wouldn’t have known where to begin”.


Davey said the biggest challenge was trying
to help Stephen, to no avail: “I tried everything,
and none of it made a difference – nothing
worked. He didn’t care. I was doing things to
make myself feel better, like going to A&E with
him; but I stopped all that and learned to let
go.” Support from the GP and drug treatment
centres was “all for the addict and nothing
for me”, he says. “I took Stephen to rehab in
Scotland and never once did anyone say, ‘we’ll
point you in the right direction’”. But before
their break-up, Davey’s partner had given him
a leaflet about DrugFAM, a family support
service based locally: “they gave me the tools
I needed and I began getting stronger. When I
changed, it forced a change in my son too”.
Both Jenny and Stephen have benefited
from rehab and have been in recovery for two
years: “this is the first year without a crisis”.
Davey feels they’re slowly getting better;
Stephen has even started a homeless outreach
service in Ireland.
Over the course of his experiences, Davey
says “what I learnt is that you can’t control it.
I didn’t cause it and can’t cure it.” He feels that
other parents in his position should know that
“there’s no shame. It’s not your fault, it’s their
wrongdoing. Disassociate yourself from failure
and carry on.” He is now happily married to
his partner, Ann, and works as a facilitator for
DrugFAM: “I can help people not to go down the
road I went down”.
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Emma
“I was completely alone. I didn’t even
know there was support for families.”

Emma’s husband Shaun had a problem with
amphetamines for 12 years.
Emma was aware at the beginning of their
relationship that Shaun smoked cannabis, and
would also take amphetamines recreationally.
However, after a while he began taking more
and more, until things began to get out of
control. This is when Emma realised it was
a problem, but it took her husband four
years before he admitted his addiction. He
was taking various drugs at different stages,
including heroin, but used amphetamines
continuously and also began injecting. Emma
confronted him and he sought treatment
from a local centre; “I wanted them to get him
off drugs”.
Emma’s husband had asked her to keep his
addiction a secret so she did not seek support
from anyone. “I was completely alone. I didn’t
even know there was support for family members
– I thought it was just for the substance users”.
She found herself living in a dangerous
and chaotic environment: “it turned from a
family home into a drug den. Dealers would
turn up constantly and other addicts moved in”.
There were drugs and weapons in the house,
and at one point Emma was attacked by Shaun
when she didn’t have money to give him to

buy drugs. “He wasn’t the person I married”,
she says: “he was the drug”.
“In the middle of it all”, says Emma, was her
and Shaun’s young son, Josh. “I would regularly
leave the house at all hours of the night with
him – I thought I was keeping him safe”; but
she once saw him pull a piece of wire round
his arm like a tourniquet. “That broke my heart
completely”, she says. “Even thinking about it
now is so difficult. I didn’t think he’d seen any
of that, so the hardest thing is knowing that I
hadn’t managed to protect him”.
Josh was removed from their care, and
Emma left Shaun soon afterwards; Josh was
later returned to her, and Emma and Shaun
also got back together. Shaun has been drugfree for five and a half years: “it’s done, and we
have to move on now”. Their son is now 12 and
knows that it was a “bad time” in their lives,
but is sufficiently aware that he recently turned
down cannabis he was offered.
Both Emma and Shaun also volunteer
at ESH Works in the West Midlands, which
supports substance users and their families.
Emma says that “living with addiction is
emotionally and physically draining. It’s a dark
and lonely place. If you are struggling, no matter
how early on, don’t let it get out of control: get
support, because you need it.”
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Emmeline
“I think of all the things my father
could have done with his life if it
wasn’t for all the money he’d spent
drinking.”
Emmeline and her brother would sometimes
talk about their father’s drinking with their
mum, but home life was “extremely tense” and
they weren’t a family who openly discussed
their feelings: “we didn’t cope really. We just
got on with it.” At 18, Emmeline went to see a
counsellor, but this didn’t help much: “I was
looking for answers. For someone to tell me what
to do...and obviously, I didn’t get that.”
After having to re-sit her A-levels due to
the stress and depression she was experiencing,
a teacher encouraged her to move away to
study in France. She did, and ended up staying
there for seven years. “Looking back, I feel guilty
for leaving my mother. I stayed longer than I
should have.”
After his own mother’s death, Emmeline’s
father’s drinking got worse. They convinced
him to see a doctor about his liver, but he
was given the ‘all clear’, which he used as
further impetus to continue drinking. When
Emmeline came home from France, her
mother was in ill-health, “exacerbated by the
stress of the situation” and she sadly passed
away a year ago. “I regret that she didn’t live
to see her husband conquer his problems,”
Emmeline says.
Not being able to help her father is
“extremely frustrating”, and he has always
– at least outwardly – been in denial of his
problems: “sometimes there were glimmers
of recognition but these were rare, and never
resulted in him getting any help.” Emmeline
often thinks of the money he has wasted on
alcohol and wishes he had put it to better use,
“made something of his life and enjoyed it.”
Her father’s deteriorating health is
difficult for Emmeline, and she worries about


him being lonely since he’s tended to isolate
himself; she says “he has a lot of interests but
has lost the will to pursue them.” Emmeline has
found support in her family and friends, and
has found meeting others in similar situations
encouraging. “Generally however, I mask the
way I feel and tend to just get on with it.”
Her dad has recently begun going to the
pub to drink, which Emmeline thinks “is
preferable to him sitting at home alone. It’s a
little more sociable and he might make friends.”
His erratic moods nevertheless leave Emmeline
feeling anxious, making it difficult for her to
bring herself to visit him. “Also, since my mum
died, he hasn’t cleared out any of her belongings
and the house is falling apart. It’s hard to see.”
On the plus side, the arrival of her brother’s
baby has helped keep the family’s spirits up,
especially her father. She thinks that “grief
would have consumed him had it not been for
the baby.”
Emmeline is keen to stress that growing
up in such an environment “doesn’t mean
your life is over. You can do well and be
successful and happy. Strength of character is
what gets you through.”
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Fiona
“I started a crusade to try and save
my son.”

Fiona’s life has been shrouded in addiction:
her sister-in-law died of an accidental
overdose, her father had been depressed and
used prescription drugs heavily, both her
ex-husbands drank excessively, and her son
was a heroin user who is now in recovery.
Fiona knew her son was smoking cannabis,
but never thought he would take anything else.
At the time he was in a long-term relationship
and living in rented accommodation with
his three children; “I was concerned for the
children, so felt obligated to help them out with
rent and even buy him cannabis.” However,
he started missing work and eventually lost
his job. One day, his girlfriend told Fiona he
was smoking ‘PHD crystal’, which made him
“helpful, and good with the kids.” It was only
when Fiona started researching this that she
realised this substance didn’t exist, and that
her son was actually smoking heroin. “I was
devastated. We met up for lunch and talked,
and he admitted he was smoking it. I started my
crusade to try and save him. I would be up all
night researching.”
Her son contacted local drug and alcohol
services, but was told that the priority was to
keep him out of the criminal justice system.
They also said that many parents in this
situation buy drugs for their children, and
that it was very difficult to overdose on heroin
when it’s being smoked. This reassured Fiona
at the time, but she now recognises that “it
was the worst thing they could have said. I
bought it for him, chopped it for him. I was
in a nightmare, and put myself in dangerous
situations. I never, ever thought he would inject
because he’s so scared of needles, but, turns out
he did.”

Things began to fall apart: Fiona’s
marriage broke down, her son was in and
out of rehab, was dealing drugs, stealing, lied,
was beaten up on several occasions, and even
stabbed. She was terrified that he would end
up dead. “He was in a crack den. I would break
into it. He’d go into town and I would call the
police to get him, before the dealers did. I would
go into shops and tell them he’s stealing from
them. I wanted him to get caught.”
Fiona was desperate, until one day, a
woman asked if she was getting any support
for herself. Fiona replied, “I think you’ve made
a mistake. I don’t need support – it’s not me
that has the problem.” Fiona was told to attend
a support group, and went “because I didn’t
want to let the woman down – she was so nice.
Otherwise I would never have gone, but it was
the best decision I could have made. The group
was my lifeline. If it had been open seven days a
week, I’d have gone. I could pour everything out;
all my mistakes. It felt like confession – telling
them what I’d done and not being judged. I was
still learning.”
Her son no longer uses drugs and sees his
children regularly, whilst Fiona continues to
attend the group in order to help others. She
has also written a collection of poetry inspired
by her son’s drug use.
“Recovery is a family affair and treatment
should include the family. I’m doing this
campaign to help others.”
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Helen
“Families can forget that they need
support too.”

Helen’s daughter started to drink at 16,
and quickly became dependent. In 2013 she
suffered a tragic accident, causing a stroke,
and leaving her with brain damage and
reduced cognitive function.
Helen became truly aware of the extent of
her daughter’s problematic relationship with
alcohol when her grandson was born, in 2006:
“She was frequently drunk when caring for him,
so putting him at obvious risk.” As a result,
social services became involved, and he was
put on the child protection register; “he was
going to be taken away from her, so I stepped in
to take responsibility for his care.” At first, Helen
had “no one to talk to, and felt no one would
understand,” including her own family. She was
worried about their reactions and was scared
that others would judge her – “it became easier
to not talk about it with other people, and I
didn’t want to burden friends with it.”
She was desperate to help her daughter,
but when she tried to speak to services
and find out what was happening with her
treatment, “no one listened, no one cared, and
no one helped.” Work helped to keep her mind
off the stress of the family situation, but her
own health was suffering: “I was caring for my
grandson and my daughter and working full
time, with no support network.” In 2010, Helen
decided to accept voluntary redundancy and
re-trained as a counsellor, “to help others in
a similar situation.” As part of her training
placement, she spent time at Empathy, an


organisation which aims to help and support
the families of substance users. “I decided to
stay, and in 2011, I became Chairwoman of the
Committee and am now Managing Director.”
Helen is now very well and still cares
for her grandson – “a wonderful little boy,
an inspiration!” Empathy has continued to
grow and now offers a 24-hour helpline,
complementary therapies and support to
people affected by addiction. She is “passionate
about helping others” and finds it “extremely
rewarding. We are always looking for funding
opportunities to be able to provide a wider range
of support to families.”
Helen believes that “the user causes a ripple
effect, moving outwards and affecting everyone
around them. Families can forget themselves
during all of this, and don’t realise that they
too need support. We have to teach them coping
strategies, to have hope and not give up on
themselves.”
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James
“Realising you can’t do something
about it is overwhelming.”

“The most difficult thing is the sense you’ve
lost your son. You see this diluted version of
what he is.”
James’ son is now 20 years old. He has
been a heavy cannabis user and has used other
drugs. When he was 16, he started spending a
lot of time with friends in the family’s summer
house at the bottom of the garden; he didn’t
tell his parents he was smoking cannabis,
but “over time, what they were doing in there
became apparent. At first, I thought he was just
experimenting, as many young people do, but it
became a more and more regular thing. I started
to suspect it was more serious than simply
experimentation.”
James tried talking to his son, but he was
“too caught up in the drug experience, and was
unable to engage in what people would say is
‘normal conversation’.” He failed to see the
negative aspects of drug use and saw it as “a
sort of adventure and fun”; he even spoke
about having found “the meaning of life”.
James’ son was initially very resistant to
professional help, so the whole family decided
to go to therapy, in an effort to convince him.
After a while, he began experiencing psychotic
episodes and it became apparent that he
needed medical attention. He was diagnosed
with psychosis aged 18.
“I accept that this is a slow journey and
we’re adopting a ‘baby-step’ approach to
rehabilitating him back into ‘normal life’.
He’s lost his confidence, is seeing his friends less

and suffering from anxiety.” It has also been a
struggle for James to come to terms with the
drug use in general: “I’m constantly thinking
I can, or should, do something about it, and
realising you can’t is sometimes overwhelming.”
James didn’t know support for himself
was out there, until his son’s therapist
recommended group meetings facilitated by
Adfam. James has now been attending for a
year and finds it very comforting to “have a
skilled professional there who understands what
you’re going through.” He has come to terms
with the long, slow process ahead, of getting
his son to move on and “making him feel like
he wants to be part of conventional life again”.
Things do seem to be slowly improving:
whilst James’ son still smokes cannabis, he
now smokes less, and has started to engage in
social activities again. James remains positive
and hopes his son’s continuing visits to the
therapist are “making a difference, little by little”.
James is shocked by the damage cannabis
has caused: “I think the combination of the
drug and the person is important. People think
of cannabis as a benign drug, but where it does
go wrong, the collateral damage can be lethal.
Drugs can ruin people’s lives, and the lives of
their families.”
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Jane
“His birth was the best thing that ever
happened to me and losing him is the
absolute worst.”

Jane’s only child, Josh, died in 2013. He was 28.
Josh was living and working in London,
and “loved the gay dance music scene, sometimes
working as a DJ himself.” Jane thought he was
happy and well, but then he told her he was
being treated for depression. A few months
later, Josh’s flatmate called to say he had
overdosed on drugs, mainly GBL, and was
in intensive care. “This was the first I knew of
any substance misuse issues. I had never heard
of the drug. Looking back, I realise how little I
knew about mental illness, substance use and the
prospects of recovery.”
When Josh left hospital, he stayed with
Jane for a while, but was eager to get back to
London and insisted he had friends to support
him. They found an NHS drug advisory
centre near his home and Jane drove him to
his first few appointments, but was unaware
when he stopped attending. In 2011, Josh was
admitted to a psychiatric ward, following a
suicide attempt: “it became clear that his life
was spiralling out of control. Independent life
had become impossible, so he came to live with
me.” It was then that Jane realised the severity
of both his mental health and substance
use – meaning he was “passed around the
system” – and he made numerous further
attempts to harm himself. Eventually, Josh
began outpatient care with a psychiatrist and
care coordinator in a specialist intervention
team for young adults with psychosis; Jane
says “their liaison with me was patchy” and


this was criticised by the independent review
conducted after Josh’s death.
“I had felt I was travelling blindfolded: never
sure if I was trying to support Josh with mental
health or substance misuse issues, or both”, says
Jane. He had become increasingly isolated and
was using substances to self-medicate. After a
series of hospital admissions and crises, Josh
was found dead outside a flat which appeared
to be used by drug dealers. This devastated Jane
and her grief means she is now “unpredictable –
rather as Josh was – not knowing how I’ll be from
one minute to the next.”
Jane regrets not having made contact with
other parents in similar positions, but felt that
there were few people she could speak to who
didn’t judge her. She believes that more needs
to be done to ensure that mental health and
substance misuse services work effectively
together – “it is patchy at best. It wastes
NHS resources, leads to constant short-term
hospital admissions and places an intolerable
burden on carers.” However, Jane has received
bereavement counselling, and “I now have
some less bad days. I’m learning to live with
the fact that Josh became ill, troubled and took
some bad turnings, and to filter out the hurtful
remarks” by those who judge Josh.
Jane says that she “will never stop wishing
he was here – healthy and handsome. Sadly,
drugs were part of the young man he became,
but he was so much more than that.”
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Joanne
“I want to highlight the effect that
drug use has on entire families, not
just the user.”

Joanne’s younger brother, Chrissy, tragically
died last year, aged 29. A cocktail of drugs were
found in his system.
Joanne and Chrissy were always close: he
went to live with Joanne when he was 12 years
old because their mother was too ill to care
for him. Later, when his relationship with his
“childhood sweetheart” and the mother of his
two children broke down in his mid-20s, he
moved back in with Joanne again. By this point
he was using prescribed painkillers heavily.
It was difficult for Joanne to cope, having
to look after her own children, and having
Chrissy in the house “with his mood swings and
poor emotional wellbeing,” but she didn’t talk
to anyone about her brother’s problems. “I felt
a bit let down that he was using drugs. It was
a really dark time for us. Chrissy’s behaviour
changed and he would lie in bed for days at
a time, depressed and missing his children
terribly.”
Joanne says that she “managed for a couple
of years, then we decided it would be better
for him to stay with our father.” At this point,
Chrissy got support from DISC drug and
alcohol services, and started to engage with
Lifeline education, training and employment
services, learning to read and write for the
first time. “With this support”, says Joanne, “he

learnt to manage his mental health problems,
and his confidence was increasing.” He filled
his days with education and training, and
was offered a place in a rehabilitation service.
“I visited him on two occasions, where he was
drug-free and happy; back to my Chrissy. But it
was far from home, so he left and moved into
a B&B.”
“For the first week, we saw Chrissy every
day and then it gradually started wearing off.
I started getting suspicious of little things, and I
expressed my concern to his drug worker.”
The next day, Chrissy went to Joanne’s house
as usual: “he gave me a kiss and a cuddle and
said ‘love you’, and that was the last time I ever
saw him.”
Joanne was referred to Lifeline, a
treatment agency which helps and supports
those affected by their own or someone else’s
substance use, three weeks after her brother’s
death, and they have continued to support her
ever since. A month later, she was presented
with Chrissy’s certificate for ‘Interpersonal
Skills’ qualifications and an award for
exceptional achievement; “this was a good
reminder of how much Chrissy had achieved in
his last year.”
Joanne says: “I am really happy to be part
of this campaign, where I can highlight the effect
that drug use has on entire families, not just the
user. Even though we lost Chrissy, we are still
trying to live for him.”
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Kate
“We tried everything to get our
daughter off drugs. Don’t be too
scared of going forward and asking
for help.”
Kate’s daughter is a heroin user. Kate and
her husband have been caring for their
granddaughter for the past 10 years, whilst also
having to deal with their own health issues.
Kate started to notice “little signs that
something wasn’t right”: things would go
missing, her daughter’s house was unkempt,
there was never any food in the fridge and she
would regularly see her daughter and partner
intoxicated. When Kate’s granddaughter was
born, it then became clear there was a problem.
“I wasn’t sure it was drugs. At first I didn’t put
it all together, but then we realised. They just
weren’t developing as a normal family.”
At first, Kate was angry about her daughter’s
drug use, and felt that other family members
lacked understanding; encouraging her to
“give up” and “just leave her.” Nevertheless,
Kate and her husband “tried everything to get
her off drugs”, but nothing seemed to work.
When Kate became increasingly concerned
for her granddaughter’s safety after a number
of incidents where she was put at risk, Kate
assumed responsibility for her care. She also
took out an injunction stopping her daughter
from coming to the house and seeing her. Kate
says “the hardest thing of all was trying to keep
the family together.”
They once managed to get their daughter
into a rehab in Wales, but when Kate went to
collect her, she found her daughter “crawling
around on the floor” looking for drugs. Two
weeks later she walked out, saying that the
food was horrible. “I don’t understand her”,
says Kate. “She makes out she wants to be better
but isn’t willing to do anything about it and it’s
difficult to understand why.”
Kate’s family have had to battle against
the odds in many other ways. Kate suffers


with severe MS and is in a wheelchair, while
her husband has also struggled with his own
health complications. Still, the couple have
cared for, supported and protected their
granddaughter throughout her being bullied,
her difficulties with dyslexia and the emotional
turmoil caused by the impact of her mother’s
addiction. In the face of such adversity,
Kate and her husband’s devotion to their
granddaughter has been unfailing.
It wasn’t until eight years ago that Kate
and her husband finally sought support for
themselves. They found Aquarius, a service
providing advice and counselling to those
affected by addiction, and have had the same
worker, Ed, ever since. Kate says that “having
someone to talk to and contact for advice is such
a relief, especially because we felt so isolated
from the rest of the family who didn’t want to be
involved.” She continues, “we hadn’t accessed
help before because we didn’t realise we would
benefit from support ourselves. We could only
focus on getting our daughter the help she
needed.”
Earlier this year, Kate’s granddaughter
asked for a reconciliation meeting between her
parents and grandparents. Kate says, “we don’t
want to jump the gun and will take things slowly.”
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Laura
“There is a shame surrounding drug use.
We’ve lost the history of being just an
ordinary family, and that’s something I
carry around with me.”
Laura’s son has used numerous drugs over the
years and is addicted to heroin.
She first became aware of her son’s
problems when he was 14 – “it was obvious”.
At first he denied using drugs, and Laura
says she “chose to try and believe him”. There
were a number of challenges in play, such as a
recent house move, vulnerable age, suspicions
of bullying and several major bereavements:
Laura’s partner (and other close family
members) died when their son was young, and
his grandfather had also recently passed away.
Laura’s son eventually admitted to
“experimenting” with drugs: “I was terrified”.
She tried to be supportive but he wasn’t open
to her suggestions; “looking back, I’m sure there
were things I did wrong, but I had no support.
I was a working, single mother, living in a new
area. It was very difficult”.
Unlike many other parents, Laura was open
with her friends about her son’s behaviour:
“I wasn’t hiding it. I was very shocked, but other
parents just brushed it off as ‘teenage stuff’. My
friends just didn’t get it, and the school didn’t take
it seriously either – it was only me saying it was a
problem.” As Laura became more stressed, her
friends began to disappear.
Laura’s relationship with her son became
increasingly difficult. They tried family therapy,
but after her son attended an appointment
under the influence he was struck off the list.
His situation deteriorated and as well as using
more drugs, he also began selling cannabis.
She called the police when he didn’t come
home, and social services became involved as
he became more paranoid and unwell. When
he was 15 he left home for good after being
arrested: social services stepped in when Laura
requested a break. At 17, the problems with

heroin and crime got worse. “I was naïve,
phoning social services, but I didn’t know what
else to do. I thought he’s stop using drugs and
be home within a few days. Years passed before I
realised this wasn’t going to happen.”
Whilst she reached out for support, Laura’s
experiences were mixed. She feels strongly
that there is not enough support available for
families in the South West, where she lives:
“there was nothing available to parents in the
area”. She received support from Action on
Addiction (“I can’t tell you what a difference it
made”) but found other services less useful as
“you couldn’t really weep together, which is
what I needed at the time”. Yoga and writing
have proved invaluable, and crafts to keep her
mind occupied.
Laura’s son has been in treatment for
several years; he is in a relationship, and has
a job and a baby. However, Laura does not
feel included and has only seen her 18-month
old granddaughter four times. She feels her
experiences cost her her health and peace of
mind: “I’m only just starting to recover now,
physically and emotionally. Psychologically, it’s
hard coming to terms with what’s happened. We
used to be very open and honest; we still speak,
but not much. We’ve lost the history of being
just an ordinary, good enough family, and it’s
something I carry around with me”.
Laura has chosen not to reveal her identity
as her son’s partner hides his drug problems
due to “the shame surrounding drug use”.
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Lee
“I always knew we would be together
no matter what, and I always told
her that.”

Lee’s wife, Debbie, had been drinking for some
time when they met, but their relationship was
short-lived and ended after a few weeks. Two
years later, however, they bumped into each
other, and the very next day she asked Lee to
marry her – and he said yes.
Debbie was a little secretive about her
drinking, but when she opened up to Lee
about her difficult past, he wanted to be as
understanding and supportive as possible –
“it wasn’t a case of feeling sorry for her – and
I didn’t. I wasn’t angry. I knew she was a good
person, and told her we’d take everything at
her pace. I think she was a little shocked by my
reaction…that I was calm.”
When they got married, Debbie was
drinking less, but still fairly heavily. “There
were many ups, downs, and relapses, but we
were very good at communicating with each
other throughout.” Lee feels that Debbie’s
drinking, whilst excessive, was always quite
controlled: “she’d been drinking for a very long
time, so she could take it. That’s why her issues
went largely unnoticed by others.” So much so
in fact, that their children know nothing of
their mother’s battle with alcohol: “they haven’t
been affected by it at all. I would say ‘mummy
has had a bad day and that’s why she’s in bed’.”
Lee has always thought it important to
stay patient and understanding – “I’ve never
had a go at her about it. We’ve not once argued
about her drinking.” But her underlying issues
meant that it was difficult for Debbie to stop


drinking, having “used it as a crutch for years.
I appreciated that it would be a slow and
difficult journey.”
Debbie later got a job working in the drug
and alcohol sector for CAIS, a rehabilitation
centre in North Wales, which is when Lee
managed to access support for himself. “I had
been looking for a service like this, but until
very recently it was non-existent. It has been so
helpful, really brilliant – but the biggest source of
support I’ve had has been my family.”
Lee and Debbie are now extremely positive
about the future, despite Debbie having
recently been made redundant. Lee says “she
is considering this as an opportunity for her to
study and move on with her life.” Lee wants to
spread the message that support for families
affected by a relative’s drug or alcohol use
needs to be far more readily available across
the entire country: “being the initial support
for the user, families need to be involved in all
aspects of the care package. And we also need
support for ourselves.”
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Linda, Lisa and Emma
“I’m numb to it all. Nothing surprises
me now.”

Linda’s daughter, Lisa, was a heroin and
crack cocaine user for 10 years, but is now
in recovery. Linda also has two sons, one of
whom continues to struggle with addiction.
Linda’s granddaughter Emma was also affected
by Lisa’s substance use.
Lisa was initially able to conceal the extent
of her problems from her family because she
was not living in the family home, whereas
her brother’s drug use was far more obvious.
When Linda became aware of her children’s
drug use, she was struck by how unprepared
she was – “what happened? What went wrong?
I tried to show them a good life, what they could
have.” Linda’s husband wanted their problems
be kept in-house, and as a result, the family
were left isolated and without support. “We
tried to be strict with my son, making him work
and getting him treatment. When we moved
to America, I made him come with us in the
hope he would stop if we moved him away from
the drugs.”
Only whilst the family were in America
did they become fully aware of Lisa’s problems
back home. She had stayed in England, with
her partner and children, and had been given
the family business. Things quickly fell apart
and by the time the family had moved back
to the country, Lisa had sold the company
to a drug dealer. Meanwhile, Linda’s son was
arrested upon his return for failing to attend
a court hearing – “I begged – telling them it
was my fault, that I made him come to America

and that’s why he missed it – but it was useless.”
He was jailed for three months and started
taking drugs again while in prison. She was
angry with her son, and blamed the company
he kept; but over time, she says, “you become
blank. You can’t get any answers.”
When Linda’s husband died three years
ago, she found it hard to be the decision-maker
and deal with things alone. That is, until she
became involved with a support service for
users and their families, for which she is now
a volunteer and peer mentor; “my involvement
with Aquarius and helping others helps me to be
able to cope with the ongoing situation.”
Lisa is now in recovery, volunteering and
studying, but Linda’s son’s continues to use
drugs. “Feelings of guilt and powerlessness are
a constant struggle”, she says. “The minute I
wake up, I have to think about him and what he
needs...It’s all about him. All day.”
Linda has experienced very negative and
even abusive attitudes because of her son’s
drug use, and says that addiction is shrouded
in misconceptions: “it needs to be recognised
and treated as an illness. I struggled to be
involved in my son’s treatment and I think
family involvement is still receiving too little
emphasis. There needs to be a change of attitude
and things need to be more out in the open.”
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Lisa
“If there’s a fire, you call 999 – but
who do you call to get your child to
stop taking heroin?”

Lisa’s daughter Katie is 30 and in recovery.
The family has been dealing with Katie’s
drug problem for 15 years; things started when
she was a teenager. She was taken into police
protection after being “essentially kidnapped”
when she ran away; she was taken to London
and forcibly introduced to heroin.
Katie returned home, but the problems
continued to escalate; she ran away again the
following year with a group of “nasty people”
and got married at 18. At this point, Lisa
realised the drug use had become very serious.
She attempted to do a home detox with Katie,
locking her in a room without drugs; this
ended with Lisa calling an ambulance. Katie
was taken to hospital and then sectioned, but
released after 48 hours. Lisa had an abusive
husband and nobody to turn to: “I didn’t talk
to anyone. I cried and cried and cried”.
At one point, there was a gun incident
after Katie had robbed a drug dealer, and Lisa
had to have police protection at work. Lisa also
found out that Katie had become involved in
prostitution: “I thought, how low can things
get?” After experiencing her boyfriend die in
her arms following a reaction to medication
given to him by his GP, Katie fell heavily back
into drug use after a period in recovery, and
has been in and out of prison.
“The worst thing is that when Katie was
using drugs, she seemed happy; she was glowing.
You’d think it would be the opposite, but when
she wasn’t using drugs, she was in bed all day.”


This tempted Lisa to buy heroin for Katie:
“it’s so hard to see your child hurting. It was
hell”. She felt very alone and isolated: “it’s so
frustrating not being able to get help. If there’s
a fire, you call 999 – but who do you call to get
your child to stop taking heroin?”
Lisa feels much more positive about her
situation now, and Katie is making progress in
her recovery. “She’s been clean for six weeks. It
doesn’t sound long but every day is a plus”. After
going through so much, “you reach a stage
where you take a step back. I will be there for
her and remind her how well she’s doing, but it’s
Katie’s responsibility.”
Lisa struggled with her isolation for a long
time: “I wish someone had told me ten years
ago that it wasn’t my fault. But the guilt is still
there”. She would tell other families to “get as
much information as possible, to make you feel
like you’re not alone”.
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Maddy and friends
“Families need to understand
how support can help. Don’t suffer
in silence!”

“The hardest thing is the behaviour that comes
with the drugs. The lies, deceit and emotional
blackmail...the financial impact too.”
Maddy first became aware of her son’s
drug use when the school called to tell her that
he had been caught smoking cannabis. Maddy
knew nothing about drugs and was “completely
lost, not knowing how to deal with it.” His
substance use quickly escalated from this point
onwards, but he was never open with his mum
about his drug taking.
“I wasn’t angry, but wanted to be supportive
and sympathetic and get him the help he needed.
He’s my baby – my only child. You just try
and help them in any way you can.” However,
Maddy felt under an immense amount of
pressure and her health was suffering: “it was
like the end of the world. I was having a sort
of breakdown, I was stressed...It was awful.
When he was 17, I was still walking around the
streets looking for him.” Three or four years
later, Maddy got in touch with Walton Family
Support: “it was brilliant, but it was far away
from home and the groups were very big, so I
only went for a few sessions.” So, in 1993, Maddy
decided she wanted to take matters into her
own hands and help others: she became a
volunteer for Merseyside Drugs Council, did

a counselling course and in 1996, gained a
diploma in advanced counselling.
It wasn’t until 1999, however, that Maddy,
together with three other local parents, created
Sanctuary, a service which supports families
affected by drug or alcohol use: “I wanted to
help others. It’s just so rewarding, and people
have been coming through the doors ever since.”
Things continued to go from strength to
strength for Sanctuary, and the service now
offers a huge range of support. In 2010 they
set up an outreach project, enabling them
to provide home and community visits for
local families in crisis. “I’ve changed my own
life from something negative, into something
positive. Starting the group really changed my
life. I’ve been a volunteer now for 15 years. I care
about people. That’s why it’s been successful.”
Maddy has also been caring for her
grandson since 2000. “I applied for a residency
order. I was concerned for his welfare because
both his parents were taking drugs pretty heavily
at the time.” Maddy’s son, now 44, suffers from
mental health issues and lives at home with
her: “we have a good relationship now. I think
he feels like I’ve been through enough.”
To other families, Maddy says “don’t
suffer in silence, please. Families need to
understand how support can help. The stigma
isn’t as bad as it used to be. Lots of people use
drugs and alcohol.”
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Mary
“I would get everyone involved and
explain that it wasn’t our fault. We
had days together, and helped each
other through our issues. People
would say ‘speak to Mary – she’s been
through it’.”

Mary’s son was a drug user but is now on his
way to recovery. Mary was actively involved in
trying to improve the support that drug users
and their families receive for over 40 years, and
had immense passion for the issue.
During the 1980s, Mary realised that there
was a drug problem in her local area. She
raised the issue at community meetings, but
at first, “nobody believed there was a problem.”
Mary got involved with PINS (Parents in Need
of Support), a charity in Hartlepool which
works to support families affected by their
child’s drug or alcohol use, around 13 years
ago, and started working to get others involved
too, including trying to link the families with
the drug treatment centre. “They were very
embarrassed, so I rounded everybody up and
we discussed our problems, and tried to get the
addicts to go to the unit for help.”
Mary’s fervour for tackling these issues
was recognised, and she was asked to become a
member of the committee for PINS, and later
made a trustee. She was a volunteer worker
in various roles for 41 years, and has been
driven all this time by a personal need to help
others – not just her son – who are affected
by drug and alcohol use. A strong believer
that the Government needs to do more to
help tackle drug addiction, she said: “I’d like
more help from Government...no, I need more
help. They should be doing so much more to
help and support these people who are trying to
fight addiction.” She said that “my aim is just


to stop all drug addiction. I’m 81 years of age,
and I’m finding it hard, too. You know, I’ll still
work against drugs as long as I can. I get lots of
support, all from PINS.”
A week after having her portrait taken
for the exhibition, Mary lost her battle
with cancer. She was incredibly dedicated
to tackling addiction and all the issues that
come with it, and supported the voluntary
sector until the very end, despite her failing
health. She will be greatly missed by those
who knew the remarkable woman she was,
and Adfam is privileged that involvement with
Adfam’s campaign was one of Mary’s final
achievements in her long career of activism.
Our condolences go out to Mary’s family
and friends.
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Michael
“Gary and I were together for just
five years, but in that time he changed
my life.”

Michael’s partner, Gary, died last year after
sadly losing his battle with cancer.
Gary had struggled with drug addiction
for many years, with several failed attempts at
rehabilitation, and even some time in prison
for drug dealing. The mother of Gary’s two
sons, Alex and Luca, was also a drug user, and
the children watched their parents repeatedly
try to manage their addiction, fail, and try
again. However, after a very long journey, in
2000, he successfully beat his addiction, and
in 2009, Gary met Michael. “I didn’t know him
when he was using,” Michael says; “all I know
is from what Gary and his friends and family
told me.”
After overcoming drug addiction, Gary
was driven to help those affected by substance
use and worked in Merton and Lewisham for
many years, as well as supporting numerous
initiatives and organisations, including Adfam.
“Gary’s level of devotion to helping people in a
situation which he had personal experience of
was immense. From a practitioner’s perspective,
he had a lot of empathy for people, and always
put the needs of other’s before his own personal
advancement.”
When Gary passed away, Michael asked
Gary’s family and friends which charities he
should support in his memory, and Gary’s
sons suggested Adfam: “Adfam stood out
immediately as the one to commemorate Gary,
and that’s why I make regular donations in his
name.” In addition to this, last year Adfam

launched the Gary Seaman Award to recognise
and celebrate outstanding practice in family
support. Michael says, “from a personal
perspective, I miss Gary, and it was a very
touching gesture when Adfam suggested this.
I am honoured and want to continue to support
Adfam.”
Michael was also keen to be involved in
Adfam’s birthday campaign – “I thought it was
a good idea to commemorate Gary’s memory. We
were together for just five years but in that time
he certainly changed my life. I want to recognise
that he was a special person, and encourage
people to take the same selfless approach that
Gary took, to educate and support others to turn
their lives around as Gary did.”
The portrait was taken in Joss Bay, in
Broadstairs. This was a place where Gary used
to visit with his family as a child, and Michael
had a home there – a “weekend retreat.” When
Gary was undergoing chemotherapy and
couldn’t sleep, he would often drive there and
watch the sunrise over the bay, and it is also
where Gary’s ashes were scattered, “so it is a
very personal place to Gary. It is particularly
poignant.”
Adfam is extremely grateful to Michael for
his continued support in Gary’s name.
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Nicola
“If I could make things okay, I
would – and I’m only now realising
that I can’t.”

Nicola found out her son, Aidan, had been
smoking cannabis at his dad’s house when he
was 14, after his parents had recently separated.
She also discovered that he was self-harming
and he was referred to see a counsellor. “I was
extremely surprised he’d smoked it, and I gave
him a telling off. With the counselling too, I
thought that would be the end of it.” However,
over the coming years, it transpired that her son
had been given a variety of drugs by his father,
and had also suffered sexual abuse.
“Bit by bit, he was telling us these horrific
stories, but I was very naive. I didn’t fully
appreciate the psychological harm that had been
caused and how this would lead to his need for
drugs at the time.”
Aidan’s mental health gradually got worse,
and he continued on a cycle of drug abuse
to self-medicate. Nicola desperately tried all
avenues for help: the Drug and Alcohol Team,
psychologists and one-to-one counselling. But
she was faced with a brick wall: “drug workers
couldn’t really help because of his mental health
issues, and psychologists could only go so far
before the drug issues had to be addressed. The
two issues couldn’t be dealt with together.”
Nicola “struggled with how the drugs had
diluted my son and caused him to manipulate
and lie. My life was given over to him.” She
decided to move and got in touch with
Project 6, a harm reduction service which also
supports families and carers of drug users.
There, she accessed one-to-one support for


herself, as well as attending peer support
meetings to help her manage her situation.
Accepting her son’s addiction and “that
there’s no quick-fix” has been difficult for
Nicola: “it is painful, stressful and upsetting. You
want your children to be okay. If I could make
things okay, I would, and I’m only now realising
that I can’t. To pull back as a mother, to be hard
instead of soft, is very challenging. I’m afraid of
setting rules because if he breaks them, what do
I do? Throw him out and leave him homeless?”
She says that fear is a big struggle: fear of what
she might discover next, of things she must
confront him with, and worst of all that she
might one day find him arrested or dead.
Thankfully, Nicola has friends and
family who have supported and cared for her
throughout, and Project 6 has been fantastic.
“To be able to talk without feeling ashamed is
a relief. People can be judgemental.” Aidan has
recently taken positive steps forward, and Nicola
now feels in a much stronger position to be able
to support him. Yet, stigma is something which
Nicola is particularly keen to highlight, and it
has affected her family in many different ways.
“I had to keep his drug use from relatives,
have heard the derogatory language used about
drug users, and I’ve seen the look in people’s
eyes when they find out about Aidan. I’m lucky
enough to have friends who have known my
family a long time, and see the person Aidan is,
rather than the drug user.”
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Paula
“I could never repay what my support
service gave to me.”

“I’m on a 27-year journey that’s still happening.”
Paula’s two sons have had long-standing issues
with heroin. Her elder son was 18 and had just
left school when he first started using drugs.
“There was no one around to tell families what
to look out for, so at the start I didn’t even notice
anything was wrong.”
The next thing Paula knew, her son had
lost all interest in everything, wasn’t eating or
taking care of his appearance. He left the house
after a row and when Paula saw him in the
local town three months later, “he looked like a
bag of bones. I took him home and cared for him
– there was nowhere for him to go.” The cycle
of several months ‘clean’, lapse and relapse
went on, but just when she thought things
were looking up, Paula had another shock: “I
followed my younger son, who was 17, to a house
and watched him through the window, holding
up tinfoil and ready to light it. When I banged
on the window he ran away, and when I caught
up with him he said ‘mum, I just need help.’”
It was 17 years “on a rollercoaster” before
Paula sought support for herself. During that
time, she mainly managed alone – “I’ve been
both mother and father to my sons.” She has
also felt unsupported by the people working
with her family: “they made me feel like I was
responsible. The only thing I’m responsible for is
giving birth to three beautiful children, and the
only thing I’m guilty of is being there for them”.
When her elder son relapsed and her
younger was taking “anything he could get

his hands on”, a local doctor told Paula about
Bridges, a service set up by fellow mothers
to support each other through the chaos of
addiction. “The first time I went to Bridges, I
was so scared to go in and walked past the door
three or four times – finally someone let me in
and I burst into tears. It was the first time in my
life I’d gone somewhere and been treated like a
mother in need rather than someone responsible
for it all. I felt like I’d won the lottery. I’ve never
looked back. If both my boys were squeaky clean
tomorrow, I’d still work to my last breath for
Bridges, and could never repay what they gave
to me”.
Paula now works extensively for Bridges,
going to consultations, helping with service
contracts and meeting other families. Bridges
once did a theatrical performance, called
‘Wasted’, and featured carers telling segments
of their stories. Seeing this was “the first time
my son realised how his behaviour affected us as
a family unit.”
She is proud of the progress her sons
have made in addressing their addictions, but
says “it’s like living on a thread, never knowing
what’s going to happen…you never really relax,
but I hope one day I can.”
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Richard and Laura
“Family support was our saviour, and
continues to be so.”

Richard’s son Luke is 28, and has had problems
with a number of different drugs, particularly
‘legal highs’.
Richard was aware that Luke experimented
with cannabis and alcohol as a teenager, but
later on his behaviour began to deteriorate and
he became “paranoid and anxious”. He began
using “everything…pills and powders, ketamine
and other drugs. At that stage we didn’t know
how big a problem it would become, but things
then got out of control. It’s hard to watch your
son punching holes in the wall, threatening
himself and me”.
Richard and his wife, Laura, felt very
angry and frustrated but did not seek support
for what they were going through, or discuss
it openly with anyone else – “because of the
stigma around it, I suppose. We internalised it
within the family, but we were struggling to
cope too”.
Eventually, they were put in touch with a
counsellor, which became “sort of like couples
therapy” as Richard and Laura didn’t always
see eye-to-eye on how best to manage Luke’s
behaviour. The counsellor helped the family
arrange rehab for Luke and although Richard
doesn’t think Luke really “fitted in” there, he
did benefit from it and “saw a different side to
life” when he came out.
However, Luke’s problems continued
after rehab and he started taking ‘legal highs’
two years ago, which Richard feels was the
start of a new destructive chapter. Rather


than being angry, he and his wife took a
more proactive approach to tackling Luke’s
addiction problems, but initially struggled
to access services which were willing to deal
with the specific issues presented by legal
highs. Richard and Laura decided to try and
take action themselves, and undertook their
own reduction programme: “I would buy Luke
the drugs and I would keep and dispense them
every day, gradually reducing the amount”.
The doctor eventually prescribed Diazepam.
Richard “hit quite a few walls” when trying
to find information and researching where to
go for help, but eventually Laura got in touch
with ESH Works in Warwickshire. Here they
found effective advice, whilst Luke received
treatment from an associate service provider.
Luke had made good progress and was “slowly
recovering” until a recent relapse; he is now
back in rehab.
Richard and Laura believe that “family
support was our saviour, and continues to be so.
We still attend weekly, and feel it’s as important
to support others.” He has also started his own
organisation, Sevenco, to help build knowledge
and awareness of the problems of legal highs.
Family support has enabled Richard and
his wife to cope on a daily basis. “All we talked
about was Luke, for 14 years, but now we are
able to go out and talk about other things”. Their
advice to other families is “don’t wait. Look for
help early on. We didn’t know how much better
it would have been if we’d got support earlier”.
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Rob and Chris
“The breakdown of trust was the
hardest thing. You know they are
manipulating you and the drug takes
precedence over family relationships.”

Rob and Chris’s two sons became addicted to
drugs in their mid-to-late teens, “as a result of
peer group influence,” Rob says. Both started
off using cannabis, which later progressed
to heroin use, initially through smoking and
finally injecting.
Chris and Rob found out about their elder
son’s heroin use when he tried to detox on
a family holiday. “Michael thought he could
walk on water and was invincible”, says Rob;
“he feels drugs were more of a ‘lifestyle thing’
for him.” Over time Michael lost most of his
long-standing friends but still managed to
hold down a job. It was the prospect of losing
this job that was the catalyst for him to seek
help. He went into detoxification, followed
by a naltrexone implant to help him resist the
‘urges’ that frequently initiate relapses.
“Fortunately Michael is strong-willed”, says
Rob, and, in spite of one or two “wobbles”,
this was sufficient for him to recover from his
heroin addiction. Six years on he successfully
runs his own company employing several
people, one or two of whom are recovering
drug users themselves.
Peter, their younger son, was a “softer and
gentler” person who “really struggled” once he
reached adolescence. Rob said of Peter: “he was
a happy child but on reaching adolescence he went
from being a normal, social boy to someone who
was beset by anxiety and who found it difficult to
cope with the everyday challenges of life”. Peter
sought psychiatric help and was prescribed

antidepressants and benzodiazepines; however,
these made little difference and he felt that
heroin was the only thing that helped him relax
and face life. He had a near-fatal overdose in
2008, and after a period off drugs, he relapsed in
2012 and sadly died in 2013 after injecting heroin
following his “premature” discharge from
residential rehabilitation.
Chris and Rob’s local family support
group has supported them to deal with their
bereavement: “it helped us realise that we had
done all we could for Peter, and done our best”.
They also found support from friends and
neighbours.
Looking back on his experiences, Rob
says: “the breakdown of trust was the hardest
thing. You know you are being manipulated as
the drug takes precedence over normal family
relationships.” He feels lucky that his local area
of Solihull is well served and they were able
to find effective family support. Rob has been
involved with Solihull Integrated Addiction
Service (SIAS) for a number of years with
the aim of making it as effective as it can be
for families: “I found I was helped by helping
others”. He also found that “it’s useful to talk to
drug addicts who aren’t related to you…you can
have a meaningful discussion without emotions
getting in the way. You learn a lot”.
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Rose
“There needs to be a huge drive to
make sure that families are involved
in their relative’s treatment.”

Rose’s eldest daughter used to drink and
use drugs, but has been free from both for
two years.
Apart from a few incidents when Rose’s
daughter was in her teens, it wasn’t until
she started university that Rose realised the
seriousness of the problem. At that point,
“there was always some problem or other,
incidents which confirmed her hectic lifestyle.
Alarm bells started ringing.” Rose convinced
her daughter to see a counsellor, but kept her
drink problem a secret from the rest of the
family, including her husband; because, being
from a culture where women who drink are
“frowned upon”, she feared his reaction. “You
think it will just go away”, but Rose became
more and more isolated, didn’t seek support,
and felt she couldn’t speak to anyone.
“We were in a state of crisis. I was getting
more and more desperate and the problem
could no longer be hidden.” Rose’s daughter
was aggressive towards her younger sister, and
would run back to university in the middle
of the night. She then started living with a
boyfriend who used drugs and with whom
domestic violence was a concern. “One time
I visited her. She was dead in the eyes. I didn’t
know how to reach her.”
“When my daughter came home in a crisis
again, I would give her money for alcohol
because I was worried that if I didn’t, she’d
prostitute herself. So she would accuse me of
being controlling, and so would the treatment


services. They wouldn’t involve me. I felt
excluded and extremely frustrated.” When Rose
tried to get her daughter help, the professionals
didn’t believe the extent of her problems, and
suggested Rose had lied and exaggerated just to
get her into treatment.
When her daughter was detained under the
Mental Health Act, Rose found these services
equally unhelpful. “They said it was a drug and
alcohol issue. At no point was she offered any help
for her anger and aggression, and they all missed
the daily impact on me and my family of having
such an angry person living with us.” Rose did,
once, receive a carer’s assessment: “they told me
to get a hobby and concentrate on looking after
my other children.” Her health was suffering due
to the stress of coping with the situation – “I
was going crazy” – and eventually, she attended
counselling sessions.
Rose’s experiences of services have left
her with a sense that confidentiality issues can
make things extremely difficult for families in
this situation. “They told me I was controlling
and didn’t want my side of the story, when they
should have sat us down and talked it through
with the both of us.” Rose thinks “there needs
to be a huge drive to make sure that families are
involved in their relative’s treatment.”
Eighteen months ago, Rose set up her
own support group, which she still runs, and
her daughter is now doing very well: she is in
recovery, studying in college and hopes to go
to university.
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Roy
“There was no future, no hope, and
no Claire.”

“Claire was a gorgeous, beautiful daughter, with
a vibrant personality and wonderful sense of
humour.”
Roy’s daughter, Claire, tragically died aged
20, after taking a cocktail of alcohol, ecstasy
and painkillers. “When the police came to tell
us Claire had died from a mixture of drugs
and alcohol, it was so unexpected. We were
in complete shock. There was no lead-up; no
proof she’d taken them before.” The family was
devastated, and Claire’s brother was especially
affected. Roy says he “found it almost impossible
to comprehend that it was my daughter, and that
she was dead. Not my precious little Claire!” She
was a much loved and popular young woman,
and over 600 people attended her funeral.
Roy struggled with the battle between his
emotions and his desire to remain, at least
outwardly, strong and composed: “from the
initial feelings of intense pain and heartache,
anger began to evolve. It was not something I
could outwardly express as I was desperately
trying to function rationally and hold the
family together.”
Roy’s wife started receiving counselling,
but Roy, despite being aware of the support on
offer, decided to “deal with it” by himself; “for
me, there was no future, no hope, and no Claire.”
Just days after his daughter’s death, and for the
first time in his life, Roy began writing poetry
in attempt to better understand his thoughts
– “you’d find you lose your train of thought
because there are so many thoughts all at the

same time. No doubt a trained counsellor would
praise the therapeutic value of such actions, but
for me it was a simple act of self-expression,
through a new medium.” He now has a
collection of over 40 poems, all written within
a year of Claire’s death.
The enormity of the situation was
compounded by the fact that Roy was a
Superintendent in the police force, and
the media interest in his daughter’s death
was difficult to manage: “the media were
very unhelpful and relentless. You lose your
self-esteem, and I felt unworthy, a bad parent
and useless. But you feel compelled to keep
going on.”
“At first it is such a rollercoaster of emotions.
There is no logic to what you did or didn’t do
– no reason or rationale,” however Roy now
feels “more stable”. His wife of 44 years and
his beloved dogs have helped him through the
ordeal, though “you never come to terms with
it, you just adjust.”
“Claire’s death caused irreparable damage
to my life and that of my family, but when I read
some of my poems, it makes me realise just how
far I’ve come in rehabilitating my senses and my
perspective on life.”
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Sarah
“You get bundled along thinking
you’re fine, but I wasn’t looking.”
Sarah’s older brother, Andy, died aged 38 after
struggling with alcohol addiction for most
of his life. She remembers seeing him drunk
when he was as young as 13, but by the time
he entered his late teens his life had become
very chaotic and he was drinking excessively.
With Sarah living with her dad, and Andy and
their sister living with their mum following
their parents’ separation, the family was “quite
fragmented. We didn’t know how to help, or
where to turn.”
By the time Andy reached his early twenties
“his life was quite shambolic.” He was in
and out of rehab and spent time at a mental
hospital. Meanwhile, Sarah was married and
bringing up her children. When their father
passed away, it hit Andy particularly hard: “he
couldn’t cope – not with anything in life really.”
He found the funeral very difficult and couldn’t
remember much of the extended family, so
turned to drink: “he was entirely overwhelmed
and vanished during the service.”
When he was drinking, Andy didn’t like to
speak to his family: “he was too ashamed. When
he was drinking, it was a perpetual spiral. I know
it got him down.” When Sarah’s mother said she
was concerned she hadn’t heard from Andy in
a while, Sarah reassured her – “the professionals
had told us not to speak to Andy while he was
drinking, and I assumed that was what was
going on. Soon afterwards, when I was taking the
children to school my husband drove past and
told me Andy was dead. I said ‘Andy who?’ and
he told me, ‘your brother’.”
“It never occurred to me he would die. I
never thought he would drink so much that
he would die,” Sarah says. It turned out that
Andy had been dead for several weeks before
the neighbours found him. “I felt like I’d been
hit by a bus. People couldn’t talk to me; friends
didn’t know what to say.” One of the hardest


things for Sarah was trying to explain what had
happened to her children: “they all loved him.
I couldn’t explain why he’d died. I tried to make
them understand that it wasn’t his fault his life
turned out that way; that they shouldn’t think
badly of him.”
In 2006, Sarah decided she needed a
fresh start: “I changed how I saw things in life.
Everything had stopped. So I did an access course,
focusing on alcohol and its status as a socially
acceptable drug.” She later went to study social
policy at Bristol University, again with a focus
on drugs and alcohol; “education gave me the
confidence to be able to draw the positives from
what happened.”
Sarah is driven to help others, and now
works in the drug and alcohol sector: “it’s
fantastic to see that there is hope – people can do
it. I didn’t know I needed support at first: you get
bundled along thinking you’re fine, but I wasn’t
looking. Maybe if I’d seen an advertisement at the
GP’s offering support, I’d have taken them up on
it. That’s why I make sure I’m there for the carers
and families I work with in my new role.”
Speaking of how addiction impacts the
entire family, Sarah says “mum was offered help,
but I was just his sister, I didn’t count. People
shouldn’t isolate themselves – even as sibling, you
still deserve help and support.”
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Sue
“My family lost so many years to drugs.”

“We were just a normal family growing up in
Dublin. Then Patsy took a different turn.”
Sue’s brother, Patsy, died aged just 24 after
several years battling addiction.
As a teenager, Sue remembers finding Patsy
sniffing glue and being very angry and upset.
She told their parents and still remembers
the look of shock on their father’s face: “he
stood there and said, ‘It’s ok. I’ll sort it’,” but
the situation worsened. Patsy continued to
smoke cannabis and drink, and the arguments
at home became unbearable; “I was pleased if
he wasn’t home at night because there wouldn’t
be any arguments – which made me feel guilty
because I knew how worried my parents would
be.” Patsy began missing school – “I knew he
was off getting high somewhere”, says Sue – and
things started going missing from the house:
“mum walked around the house with her purse
in her pocket. Nothing was safe”.
A few years later when Sue was visiting
home, Patsy showed her the “new hash” he
had. At the time, she didn’t realise it was
heroin: “how naïve I was”. Sue grew to hate
visiting home as the arguments became worse
and the focus concentrated around Patsy’s
behaviour: “it was all about him – what he was
doing and what had gone missing. I told them to
throw him out but they thought they could make
him better”. On another occasion, she caught
Patsy stealing from their mother’s bag. When
she told her mother, she was accused of lying:
“that was the hardest blow. I asked her – what

do the rest of us need to do to get your attention?
We’re your kids too, you know!”
After “devastating the entire family, one by
one,” Patsy ended up homeless and injecting
drugs. If Sue was with her children she would
avoid areas in the town where she thought
she’d run into him, but the children loved him
nonetheless: “he’d often have black eyes or his
arm in a sling after another drug-related beating,
but he’d make up stories about fighting Superman
and would have the kids roaring with laughter.
For an hour we’d escape the horrific reality.”
One day, as Sue’s mother arrived for dinner,
Sue caught a glimpse of a news headline on TV:
‘body of unidentified man found in city centre.’
Sue watched footage of paramedics carry a body
bag from the derelict building where she knew
her brother stayed: “I froze, screaming inside.
My whole world fell apart in a second”. Over the
coming weeks, the media coverage referred to a
‘vagrant’, ‘junkie,’ and ‘scumbag’; “how dare they,
I thought! He’s not a scumbag, he’s my brother.”
The family never accessed support,
although Sue says her parents were too
preoccupied with helping Patsy to think about
their own needs. Sue’s mother lives in Dublin
and is still struggling with the pain of her loss,
and Sue also sometimes gets angry and upset
“because my family lost so many years to drugs”.
Sue has worked for Adfam since 2006.
She supports substance using offenders and
their families in HMP Peterborough, where
she is pictured.
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Tina
“I was waiting for him to grow up but
it never happened.”

Tina’s son was 10 years old when she first
found cannabis in his room, so she phoned
social services and he was referred to
counselling. After a few weeks, he refused to
attend, and at age eleven, was diagnosed with
ADHD. Tina was a single mother, having split
from her son’s father – who was a heavy drug
user – whilst she was pregnant with him, and
therefore lacked support. “I didn’t keep it a
secret. I tried talking to family but they didn’t
understand and told me to just throw him out.”
She desperately sought help for her son, even
from the police: “I asked whether an ex-drug
user could speak to him, thinking it could
discourage him, but they refused.”
As Tina’s son got older, he got more and
more involved in crime and she grew ever
more concerned about the company he was
keeping. “Because he was so small – and that’s
why I’ve always been overprotective with him
– older boys would use him to climb through
windows, and he was in and out of prison for
thefts and cocaine dealing. I was waiting for him
to grow up, but it never happened.”
Tina started suffering with anxiety and
grew scared to leave the house, constantly
worried the police would turn up at the
door. To add to all this, Tina has had to
deal with “hurtful and unhelpful” attitudes
from neighbours, friends and family. His
involvement in crime in particular has been
“such a shock”, and causes Tina a great
amount of stress: “I’ve struggled to understand
his behaviour and compulsion to take drugs
and lead this lifestyle.” However, the most


challenging thing of all has been, “that he’s
never opened up or talked to me about his
problems. I was so desperate.”
Finally, two years ago, a counsellor
recommended Aquarius, an organisation
which offers support to substance users and
their families: “it was a huge relief to be able
to talk to people with similar, but also very
different, problems. You are not on your own.
There is no judging.” Before Aquarius, she had
never realised support for the family members
of drug users even existed.
Tina’s son is now 21 and has recently gone
to prison. She is still trying to accept that she
can’t control his behaviour or drug use – “I
worry myself even more by constantly thinking
‘I wish he would stop’, ‘I wish I could make him
stop’ and make him realise that he doesn’t want
to be in and out of prison all his life. But I still
pray he will make positive changes.”
Tina wants to see drug addiction treated
and recognised as a health condition: “like
ADHD, which used to just mean that you’re
‘naughty’, but now people recognise it for what
it is.” She hopes that addiction will receive
the same enlightenment and that the stigma
around drug and alcohol addiction will come
to an end.
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